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The Unanimous Declaration of ALL in the Universe
In the passing of time, it has become necessary for All in the universe to dissolve the ties that bind All to the many governments, and for All to take the
place of equals, having been given this ability to assume this responsibility, as entitled to All by existence in the universe. Respect requires that All
declare the reasons that compel All to dissolve these ties.
All hold these truths to be self evident, that All come into existence as equals, are entitled to the Universal Right. This right is existence, freedom, and
action. To preserve this right All must establish organization that derives its existence from All. And, whenever any form of organization becomes so
oppressive to this Universal Right, it is the right of All to alter or abolish it, and to establish new organization, that is organized to allow All to achieve the
Universal Right. Prudence dictates that organization long established should not be altered or abolished for trivial and transient reasons. For time has
shown that All should not alter or abolish organization, unless ties to that organization exposes All to continuing insufferable action, and only then is All
entitled to alter or abolish these ties that All are accustomed to. The path of ties to many governments oppose All from achieving the Universal Right, it
is the right, it is the duty to alter or abolish these many governments, and provide new organization that will guard the ability of All to achieve the
Universal Right. This has been the patient sufferance of All, and this is the reason it has become necessary to alter the former organization of many
governments. The history of many governments is a history of repeated usurpation and injuries with the intent to establish absolute tyranny over All. To
prove this, let these facts be submitted to All in the universe. The many governments:
Have refused the creation of organization that is the most wholesome and necessary to the good of All.
Have forbidden the creation of organization to address immediate and pressing issues unless this organization is suspended from operating
until the many governments approve them, and then when suspended, the many governments utterly ignored the creation of organization.
Have refused the creation of organization that accommodates All, unless All relinquishes the Universal Right, the right that is universal to All,
and is in opposition to the many governments.
Have forbid the creation of organization for All, or the path of creation they provide is designed with the sole purpose of fatiguing All back into
the oppressive organization of the many governments.
Have refused to allow the creation of organization for opposing the many governments invasion of the Universal Right of All.
Have refused to allow the creation of organization thus exposing All to the dangers of the many governments.
Have refused the association with, or the inclusion of All, which is designed to obstruct All from inclusion into, or associating with All in the
universe.
Have obstructed the organization of justice, by refusing the creation of organization that allows justice for All.
Have refused the election of council, to create organization to achieve the Universal Right of All.
Have refused the creation of organization for the protection of All in the universe.
Have combined to subject All in the universe to many governments, which is in opposition to the Universal Right, subjecting All in the universe
to their pretended governance.
By quartering large armies among All.
By cutting off trade with All parts of the universe.
By protecting these many governments from justice for any crimes committed against All.
By imposing taxes on All without consent.
By depriving All in many cases of justice according to the Universal Right.
By transporting All to be tried for pretended offenses against the many governments.
By creating many governments to enlarge their pretended governance and subject All to the absolute rule of the many governments.
By taking away the Universal Right of All, abolishing the creation of organization, and perverting the ability of All to achieve
existence, freedom, and action within the universe.
By suspending the attempts of All to create organization and declaring the many governments have the power to dictate to All in any
case whatsoever.
By abdicating organization the many governments have declared All to be out of their protection and wage war against All.
By plundering property, dwellings, lands, seas, skies, space, and destroying the existence of All.
By raising armies against All to complete the works of death, desolation, tyranny, cruelty, and perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most
barbarous of times, and totally unworthy of governance of any civilization.
By forcing parts of All to rise up against All and become executioners of All, or be executed by the many governments.
By inciting insurrections among All to bring about the destruction of All.
At every stage of these usurpations and injuries, All have petitioned for redress in honorable terms. These repeated petitions have been answered with
repeated ignorance and injury; these many governments whose character can at every stage be defined as offensive and unfit for governance of All in
the universe.
The many governments have been warned many times as to their unwarranted governance; therefore, the many governments shall be held as friends in
peace and enemies in times of war.
As such, All in the universe, appeal to the supreme order of the universe, for the rectitude of intentions, do, in the name of All and by the power of All in
the universe, declare and publish, that All are free and independent of all the ties that bind All.
Now dissolved of these binds and as free and independent, All have the ability and responsibility, to create organization and do all that existence,
freedom, and action allow and mutually pledge existence, freedom, and action to All!

